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There is no doubt that Claude E. Shannon, after his graduation, moved to the MIT to work at Vanneva Bush's
Differential Analyzer.
Many sources, not only in the internet, use pictures of the well-known purely mechanical Differential Analyzer that
was programmed by using screw- and nutdrivers to open and fasten clutches; It has been described by V. Bush in
his 1931 paper [Bush1931]; according to this source, there are nearly no relays used therein, at least no relay logic
that could have inspired Shannon's master's thesis.
However, a machine nearly unknown even to experts in the area of analog computing was built from 1935 on for
several years and kept completely secret until 1945, as it was apparently the most flexible and useful computer at
that time. It is today called the Rockefeller Differential Analyzer, as the creation of this advanced machine was
heavily sponsored by the Rockefeller Trust.
Instead of using shafts and torsion ampifiers, servo systems were used to couple the computation units, so that a
new configuration could be established within minutes instead of several hours, and two or three small problems
could be processed in parallel.
Very few photos seem to exist, and often the well-known pure mechanical Differential Analyzer is shown in this
context. The MIT museum 1 provides photos about Vannevar Bush (although mostly without explanation), most of
them showing the predecessors, but a few apparently the Rockwell Differential Analyzer, in particular VB27i, which
is also used as Fig.1 in [Owens1986]. Beware that VB18 is from the predecessor machine, the continuous
integrator ([Owens1986], Fig.3, p.71), which is plausible, while Gleick ([Gleick2011], p. 173) shows it in the conext
of the machine Shannon worked with, which is at least misleading.
The Rockefeller Differential Analyzer contained a large number of relays and tubes (thermionic valves and
thyratrons) and finally a prototype of a telephone exchange crossbar switch from Bell Labs ([BushCaldwell1945],
p.304). Owens reports several thousand relays, which is consistent with the text on p.304.
The connection matrix was established by reading punched tapes. A relay logic apparently transformed these
commands of a few bits to the signals to set the connection matrix. This was probably Shannon's target, although
no confirmation has been found so far, that has lead to his master thesis, probably well before the machine was
operable.
The biography by J. Soni and R. Goodman ([SoniGoodman2017]) does spare the reader the technical details,
nevertheless tells on page 33/34 that is was a new machine sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation. It also tells
that A hundred relays … coordinated the Differential Analyzer, but no source is provided.
Axel Roch's book ([Roch2009]) shows on page 32 the pure mechanical DA, but cites from an interview of Friedrich
W. Hagemeyer with Shannon from 1977 via Hagemeyer's thesis ([Hagemeyer1979]):
a very complex relay control system which was continuing in getting out of order and had to be
repaired
Roch's citation suggests that the relays were unreliable; but it makes more sense that a complex relay circuit was
unreliable because it was not designed systematically. Relays were established in telephone exchanges and
fairly reliable.
For the cited number of 100 relays, no source is given. In the interview ([Hagemeyer1977]) such a number has not
been detected, and Hagemeyer's thesis also does not give this numbers.
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Wikipedia in both entries (German and English) gives specific numbers already in the initial versions, but no
sources.
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